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DAY-3 22nd March “Learning Global Issues”

C“Drawing the Prospective Asian Region ”
Our vision is to achieve sustainable economic development through

technological innovation and regional cooperation to provide a healthy, stable

quality of life and a safe environment to live in harmony while embracing

diversity. To make our world better, we need economic growth but this

progress should be sustainable so that we can preserve our resources for

the future generations. To do this, technological innovation is important as it

makes our lives easier and more convenient. Strengthened relationships,

partnerships, and organizations are essential too for we need to help one

another to attain a better society – a community wherein everyone will be

able to live in unity.

“Dreaming of a Unified and Empowered Asia”
Team Y celebrated World Water Day or rather their third day in the TYCA

program by envisioning an efficient, sustainable and cooperative Asian

community through advanced education, developed economies and

preserved environments. During our stay in this program, we realized the

gravity and the relation between the problems that each of our countries face,

whether it be environmental or economic issues. Our group was exposed to

the need to work together as a powerful unified Asia through lectures from Dr.

Yamaguchi and Dr. Ishibashi and also through the enjoyable game of

Logy&Nomy. Since then, we believed that finding the solution to the various

obstacles we all share can only be discovered through developed, informed

or educated and eco-friendly countries that help each other out.

“SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY IN 2040”
On March 22, we discover that to achieve sustainable society, long-term

policies should be established to encourage cooperation and partnership

between nations so that we can preserve our legacy for the future

generations. The reason why we choose this to be our vision is that if you

take a close look at the status of the world at the moment, you can see that

human have been gaining some brilliant achievements in the last few

decades, which mean that human have already begun to head toward a

sustainable society. Moreover, a new world is out there waiting to be

explored. Therefore, we need to set out a solid vision to continue on the path

of becoming a sustainable society.

“Lessons from Logy&Nomy”

Thanks to Logy&Nomy, a game comes from Keio High School, we have

conducted our Asian vision in 2040, which focuses mainly on: cooperation

and creating a sustainable environment. Through the game, we have learnt

the importance of working together as team leading us to a better result than

working alone. As we helped each others, none of the countries got left

behind and had slightly small gap between rich and poor. We could have won

the game but the advisors got involved in and took our first place.

Furthermore, we have found out that green and healthy earth is what we all

want and this can be achieved through a conservative development.
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